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	DAILY NEWS	[image: ]
Big raises in Seattle | 1M in WA on Obamacare | Molson Coors boycott
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Amazon spends on ‘persuaders’ | What’s driving grocery prices | Shuler on AI
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WSLC’s trailblazers | Keiser’s last bill | Pay up, apps | Perry’s 65
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Strike imminent in Port Angeles | H-2A abuse | MEBA sounds alarm
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‘Year of the Union’ momentum | ACA at risk (again) | McDermott’s utopia
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Report: Pre-apprenticeships create equitable career pathways
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Hundreds of ASEs rallying for UW ‘where all can bloom’
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Strike set for April 7 at Spokane’s MultiCare hospitals
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Nurses at PeaceHealth SW plan to picket on April 18
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SPEEA wins reinstatement for 7 Boeing pilots in labor case





	NATIONAL	[image: ]
Unions build wealth, narrow racial wealth gaps
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Machinists Institute’s Peschek on DOL apprenticeship panel
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Washingtonians: File taxes for free with IRS Direct File
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What’s behind the corporate effort to kneecap the NLRB?
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REI workers demand company bargain in good faith





	STATE GOVERNMENT	[image: ]
Washington adds multiple worker protection laws
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Labor hails Washington’s investment in nuclear future
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Sanitary conditions bill heads to Gov. Inslee’s desk
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Karen Keiser announces retirement from State Senate
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Rally for Universal Health Care in Olympia on March 6
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‘An invigorating reminder’ of why we support President Biden
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Labor, management work together to manage forests
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Support unemployment benefits for all who are excluded
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I knew Biden was old when I voted for him… and I will again
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5 years after Janus, unions still going strong
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WSLC Immigration Summit: United, ‘we always win’
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Labor and Immigration Summit on March 23 at IAM 751
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A transformative training for union organizers
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Michael Pichler joins WSLC as Unemployment Insurance Navigator
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Kairie Pierce leaving WSLC after 33-plus years of service
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